In contrast to the stacking characteristic of quinones, the title compound, C20H1204, forms a two-dimensional network of C--H...O hydrogen bonds. The molecule has an unsymmetrical butterfly shape with the two benzoyl O atoms lying out of the plane of the quinonoid ring. The unusual conformation is a result of the crystal packing and the numerous weak hydrogen bonds.
benzoyl carbonyl groups twisted out of the quinonoid plane but on opposite faces. The crystal structure of the title compound was undertaken to ascertain if there is any connection between the molecular conformation in the crystal and the intermolecular C--H..-O hydrogenbonding pattern. (5) and 3.539 (5) ,~,]. In effect, the structure is two-dimensionally C--H...O hydro ogen bonded. Short C20...H20 contacts of 2.744 (5)A are present between phenyl rings in a-glide related molecules. The unsymmetrical butterfly shape of the molecule is unexpected and may be attributed to the numerous C--H.--O hydrogen bonds that determine the molecular conformation in the crystal. The characteristic stacking, typical of quinones (Bernstein, Cohen & Leiserowitz, 1974) , is not found here.
Crystal structures where the two-and threedimensional networks are supported solely by C--H...O hydrogen bonding have not been generally discussed in detail, perhaps because of the supposed weakness of this interaction; the crystal structure of trimethylisocyanurate has such a complex three-dimensional network. Its structure was originally determined without H-atom positions (Belaj & Nachbaur, 1987) . We subsequently redetermined the structure with the H atoms included (Thalladi, Panneerselvam, Carrell, Carrell & Desiraju, 1995) . Although the C--H-..O hydrogen bond is definitely weak, the phenomenon may be significant when several such hydrogen bonds are found in a crystal and when factors such as cooperativity and polarization become important.
When crystal-packing forces and hydrogen bonding are important, changes in the molecular conformation are likely. In order to rationalize the skewed conformation of the molecule in the crystal, AM1 semi-empirical C20H1204 calculations were performed (CeriusZ; Molecular Simulations, 1996) on the isolated molecule. The optimized structure has a symmetrical butterfly shape with both benzoyl O atoms pointing away from the quinonoid O13 atom and both phenyl rings nearly perpendicular to the quinonoid ring (torsion angles 88 and -99°). The conformation in the crystal is stabilized by the packing energy which was calculated (Cerius 2) to be around -175 kJ mol-1 (per molecule). Part of this crystal packing energy (-13 kJ mo1-1) is accounted for by the numerous C--H---O hydrogen bonds found in the structure.
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It was obvious during the data collection that the crystal was not diffracting well (only 63% of the data could be labelled as 'observed' at the 2o" level to 0max = 23.42 °) and we made a decision to terminate data collection at this point which is slightly below the 0max value of 25 ° recommended in Notes for Authors.
Data collection: SMART (Siemens, 1995) . Cell refinement: SMART. Data reduction: SAINT (Siemens, 1995) . Program(s) used to solve structure: SHELXS86 (Sheldrick, 1990a) . Program(s) used to refine structure: SHELXL93 (Sheldrick, 1993) . Molecular graphics: SHELXTIdPC (Siemens, 1990b) . Software used to prepare material for publication: SHELXTLIPC.
Crystal data
C2oHi204
Mo Ka radiation M,. = 316.30 A = 0.71073
Supplementary data for this paper are available from the IUCr electronic archives (Reference: FG 1318). Services for accessing these data are described at the back of the journal. (Siemens, 1990 ) (50% probability) plot of compound (ll) with the atomic numbering scheme.
